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Since 2015, the Scottish Government
has acknowledged the need to review
the legislative framework for inshore
fisheries management. In 2021 the Scottish
Government-Scottish Greens Shared
Policy Programme called for strengthened
spatial management and increased remote
monitoring of fisheries.
If such reforms are to be successful, they must be
accompanied by a fair, proportionate and effective system
of enforcement involving sanctions which are sufficient to
deter violations and deprive offenders of the benefits accruing
from their activities. Penalties should also be applied fairly
and consistently to ensure a level playing field for all fishing
industry stakeholders. However, in 2017, an investigation by
the European Court of Auditors identified ‘less dissuasive’
sanctions and greater levels of reoffending in Scotland
compared to other European countries1. SIFT thus considers
that urgent action on this front is needed. The issues set out
below are of particular importance.

1. European Court of Auditors, Special Report on EU Fisheries Control:
More efforts needed (2017) para. 87.
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1 Publishing an
enforcement strategy
and improving
transparency
Marine Scotland Compliance has a range
of enforcement tools to address suspected
fisheries offences, from softer measures,
such as verbal advice, advisory letters or
warning letters, to more punitive measures,
such as fixed penalty notices (FPNs), licence
suspensions, or referrals for criminal
prosecution. How these powers are used
remains obscure due to the poor public
information about enforcement action
undertaken by Marine Scotland Compliance.
Greater transparency would improve public
confidence in the enforcement system.
SIFT recommends the publication of
an Enforcement Strategy which sets
out Marine Scotland Compliance’s
overall approach to enforcement, and
an Annual Report which details its
enforcement activities, including the
sanctions it has applied.

2 Strengthening
the Fixed Penalty
Notice Scheme for
fisheries
Most fisheries offences are currently dealt
with through FPNs, but the criteria that are
used to calculate the maximum applicable
penalty do not give sufficient weight to the
previous infringement history of an alleged
offender or other further aggravating
factors, such as actual damage to the
marine environment.
SIFT recommends that guidance for
issuing FPNs should be amended
to ensure they provide a sufficient
incentive to promote behaviour
change. In addition, FPNs should be
issued more regularly against both
Masters and owners of vessels, to
ensure that all actors who profit from
offences are targeted. The maximum
level of penalties should also be kept
under review.

3 Getting more out of criminal prosecution
More serious fisheries offences should be
referred to the Crown Office and Procurator
Fiscal Service (COPFS) for prosecution.
Recent records of criminal enforcement
actions suggest that few prosecutions are
brought and the penalties they impose at
the end of this lengthy process are often
little more than could have been achieved
had FPNs been used. Furthermore,
prosecution is mostly targeted against the
Master, with no direct consequences for the
owner of an offending vessel, despite the
owner being liable for prosecution under
fisheries legislation.

Practice in Scotland in this respect differs
from England and Wales where weighty
penalties are regularly imposed by the courts
against both Masters and owners.
SIFT recommends that Sentencing
Guidelines for fisheries offences should
be developed to ensure that sentences
handed down by Scottish courts reflect
the seriousness of the offences involved
– and are consistent. Prosecution
practice in Scotland should also be
modernised to promote action against
vessel owners.
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4 Keeping pace
with EU Law
In line with its policy of keeping pace
with EU law, the Scottish Government
should keep under review relevant
developments under the Fisheries
Control Regulation (Regulation (EC)
NO 1224/2009), such as the potential
introduction of minimum penalties
for serious infringements of fisheries
regulations, and modifications to the
fishing vessel licence penalty points
scheme.
SIFT recommends the penalty
points scheme for fishing vessel
licences introduced under the
Control Regulation should
be immediately reformed by
allowing points to be added to a
licence both after a successful
criminal prosecution and after
the issuing of an FPN, given that
the same level of evidence is
required for both.

5 Broader review
of enforcement
Many of the suggested recommendations
in this briefing can be achieved through
changes to enforcement policy or practice,
without the need for legislative action,
but the changes will require cooperation
between Marine Scotland Compliance,
COPFS and other relevant departments
in the Scottish Government. Enforcement
should also be an integral part of future
legislative reform of fisheries management.
SIFT recommends that a broad review
of the enforcement framework is
undertaken, which would include
consideration of the introduction
of a Civil Financial Penalty Scheme,
similar to that employed in other
areas of Scots environmental law,
giving Marine Scotland Compliance
more flexible tools for addressing
minor transgressions of fisheries
law. Maximum levels of penalties for
criminal offences relating to fisheries
should also be reviewed, as should
conditions relating to forfeiture of
catch and gear to make these remedies
more effective.

For further background on these recommendations for
reform, see the report commissioned by SIFT:

Enforcement of Fisheries Law in Scotland: an analysis of
current law and practice with recommendations for reform
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